AGENDA

1. Gross Anatomy (Dozier)
   a. AV complete in Gross Labs
   b. NetAnatomy & Aclands accessing off Campus - (Duo-Authentication / Wi-Fi IP)
      i. Sent email to 2022 and 2021 with instructions
      ii. MSIS sent Wi-Fi IP to vendor
      iii. NetAnatomy (requested EZProxy authentication from vendor)
   c. Grant’s Anatomy Lab (GAL) Dissector and various atlases.
   d. Visible body with Augmented Reality Trial (Sept 4 – October 4)

2. Library Resources – (Wendy Wu/ Students )
   a. Shiffman is considering re-structure our website and Timesaver.
   b. Looking for student reps to form user focus/usability test group or provide us a suggestion on how to get students’ input?
      i. Irvin and Adam, poll your class for Wendy Wu regarding Library Resources.
      ii. Wendy email for M1 and M2 feedback.

3. Updates & Ideas
   a. Lunches being stolen.
      i. Dr. Jackson stated that he would talk to the Professionalism Reps, and the logistics of a camera in the student lounge will be discussed next fiscal year.
      ii. Looking for new location for refrigerators.
   b. New Innovations
      i. Dr. Booza stated that “as of right now, students will not be using NI in 18/19. If things were move faster than expected they will be in later clerkships.
   c. NBME exam Scores being posted in Academica.
      i. Dr. Booza and Jamie Fox are currently working on this project, however it has lowered in priority because Dr. Booza is now managing Testing again.
   d. Yr1 – Open Printing
   e. Attendance options (QR Codes, Scanners)– Any ideas?

4. Discussion